
80-Well Reversible PCR and  
Microcentrifuge Tube Racks

Conveniently holds PCR or  
MCT tubes while mixing. 

PCR Prep Made EasierPCR Prep Made Easier
PCR prep is more than just primers, enzymes, and reagents.  
SP Bel-Art provides the tools necessary to make sure  
your PCR prep workflow is efficient and organized.

Microcentrifuge Tube Openers
One-handed MCT and PCR tube opening without 

the need to change gloves between samples.

Microcentrifuge Tube Ice/Rack
Keep reagents, enzymes and buffers cold  

and accessible during prep work.

Thawing

Frio Temp Calibrated  
Dual Zone Electronic  

Verification Thermometer
Ensure PCR reagents  
are always stored at  

the correct temperature.

Write-On Label Tape  
& Dispenser

Keep track of samples  
with labels that stay  

adhered at -20°C.

Reagent and 
Sample Storage 

PCR Tube Freezer Storage Box
Maximize storage space  
and efficiency, even at  

low temperatures.

Compact PCR Storage Racks
Color-code your sample preps.

Bel-Art Pens
Write with ease on tape  

or paper, wet or dry!

Tech Pens
Ensure ink won’t rub off  
when storing samples  

from -46° to 65°C.

Poxygrid Bench-Top  
Biohazard Bag Holder Kit

Compact and easy  
pipette tip disposal.

6 Place Pipette Stand
Stores Pipettes  
for easy access.

Mixing

Magic Touch 2 Icewares
Keep enzymes, buffers,  

nucleotides cold during prepwork.

Roxy M™ Repeating Pipettor
Precise, accurate, and reliable  

repetitive pipetting.

Mini Cryo Boxes
Organized cold storage  

from freezer to benchtop.

Safety Cutter
Easily cut labmat  

without cutting yourself.

Labmat Bench Liner Sheets
Keep integrity of your samples by limiting 
and absorbing spills and contamination.

Lab Coat/Apron Hook
Easy access to a lab coat at each work station.

Trigger Sprayer  
With 53mm Adapter

Turn safety-labeled wash  
bottles into convenient  

spray bottles.

GHS Labeled, Wide Mouth, 
Safety-Vented, 500ml 

Bleach Wash Bottle
Prevent contamination - 

keep 10% bleach solution 
properly marked and  

close at hand.

Sanitation
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